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This paper argues that geographical research on immigration and geographical research on
race and racism in the USA must be explicitly connected. Geographic processes such as
globalization and urban development already link immigration with race and racism and
suggest a need to conceptualize research agendas around immigration and race in relation
to each other. Not only are racialized groups spatially connected in many neighbourhoods,
cities and regions of the USA, but they are also linked through policies structured by the
state at various scales and narratives produced about subordinated and racialized groups.
In making this argument, I attempt to highlight work in geography, in related social
sciences and in ethnic studies that demonstrates the necessity and usefulness of this
approach. Geographers are uniquely positioned to illuminate how the construction of
space, place and scale overlaps with the construction of racial-ethnic and immigrant
identities and with racism itself. The paper argues that these and other research questions
also bene�t from linking race and immigration to gender, as some feminist geography and
feminist studies have done. Likewise, ethnic studies offer a wealth of theoretical, method-
ological and empirical insight into linking immigration, race and racism in geographical
work.
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Introduction: linking geography, race and
immigration

There are numerous literatures within the so-
cial sciences that analyse and theorize race in
various spatial contexts. Racial segregation in
housing, schools and labour markets, for exam-
ple, are well-established areas of research in
geography. Within the discipline, however, ge-
ographical studies that examine the processes
and effects of immigration and immigration

policy, while useful, are not always clearly
linked to questions of race and racial in-
equality1 (e.g. Isserman 1993). Yet changing
immigration patterns and effects shape public
policies on race, on immigration, and on a
variety of social policy questions tied to geo-
graphical research agendas. Thus the connec-
tions between racialized immigrants, racialized
‘native-born’2 people of colour3 and whites4

require consideration, especially in the context
of debates about such issues as labour compe-
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tition, public bene�ts and urban development.
Research around immigration processes, US
immigration policy and immigrant groups
should also be linked to many of the themes
that underpin race-related research in geogra-
phy. Globalization, segregation, poverty, inter-
racial and inter-ethnic tensions, and political
participation of racial groups, among other
areas of study, should be examined in terms of
‘native-born’ people of colour and whites, but
also with an awareness of historical and cur-
rent waves of immigration. A fuller under-
standing of the relationship between racial
inequality and immigration is too often ob-
scured by having differently situated ap-
proaches. Pushing that understanding would
forge useful linkages between geography and
other disciplines.

Broadly, this paper suggests that research on
the processes and effects of immigration and
immigration policy be explicitly connected to
research on race and racism in geography. I
argue for this linkage while attempting to high-
light some of the existing work in geography
and related �elds that exempli�es its usefulness.
Some crucial areas where these intersections
can be productively explored and extended in-
clude: research on economic competition, seg-
mented labour markets, segregation, ethnic
enclaves, political mobilization and environ-
mental racism. These efforts can and do bene�t
greatly from the strengths of inter-disciplinary
work such as that of ethnic studies. Inter-disci-
plinary work furthers the analysis of racial and
ethnic categories within geography, but also
encourages other disciplines to recognize the
unique contributions geographers can make to
understanding the dynamics of space, place and
scale. As an example, Laura Pulido’s work on
environmental racism focuses explicitly on the
‘spatiality of racism’ by extending the concept
of uneven development to include the ex-
pression of racism (1996: 36). Other literatures

on racism can also bene�t from geography’s
understanding of its spatiality. The paper con-
cludes with a case study that suggests future
directions.

Recent immigration trends and US racial
diversity

Immigration is central to the study of race and
geography because immigration in�uences both
the demographic make-up of the population
and the ways that racial categories are under-
stood and function. Over the last 35 years,
immigration trends have signi�cantly changed
the racial composition of the USA. The post-
1965 waves of immigrants—what many call the
‘new immigrants’—re�ect increased numbers of
Asian and Latino/ a5 immigrant groups follow-
ing policy changes that lifted restrictions on
immigration from Asian and Latin American
countries. The shift has been dramatic. The US
Census Bureau calculates that in 1960, 75.0 per
cent of the foreign-born population reported
their birthplace as Europe, 5.1 per cent as Asia
and 9.4 per cent as Latin America. By contrast,
in 1990, 22.9 per cent of the foreign-born re-
ported their birthplace as Europe, 26.3 per cent
as Asia and 44.3 as Latin America (Gibson and
Lennon 1999). These shifts illustrate the im-
portance of considering the racial composition
of the USA in the context of immigration.

At the same time, prevailing representations
of immigration, especially in the media, empha-
size ever larger numbers of Asian and Latino/ a
migrants arriving in the USA, just as these
statistics aggregated at the national scale would
suggest. But these representations obscure the
continuing in�ux of immigrants from other
sending regions and the range of local variation
in immigration. For example, in New York
City, a major ‘gateway city’ for in-migration,
the top sender of immigrants in 1995 and 1996
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was the former Soviet Union, with an average
of over 20,000 immigrants arriving annually in
those two years, a 53 per cent increase for this
group since the early 1990s. For this period,
these immigrants outnumber those from the
Dominican Republic, which had been the pri-
mary sending country prior to 1995, although
the Caribbean remained the largest source re-
gion for New York City’s immigrants (New
York City Department of City Planning 1999).
The point here is not to dispute the well-recog-
nized ‘Latinization’ of New York City and of
large US cities in general (Davis 1999; Jones-
Correa 1998), but, by drawing attention to
various spatial scales, to show that the scale at
which �ows of immigration are constructed
produces particular understandings of those
�ows, just as Pulido shows that scale is impli-
cated in producing particular conceptions of
racism (2000: 19). At the same time, these
�gures demonstrate the importance of resisting
any totalizing picture of all immigrants as ‘non-
white’ peoples, and speak to concerns that the
representation of immigration can re�ect racist
assumptions (see Ellis and Wright 1998 for an
excellent critique of the term ‘balkanization’).
Examining immigration both at multiple scales
and against ‘native-born’ racial groups is essen-
tial for understanding the ways that national,
state and local level policies and discourses
affect these groups differently, and for under-
standing the larger picture of so-called ‘race
relations’ in general.

Seeing the full diversity of immigrant ‘racial-
ethnic’6 groups disrupts the predominance of
the binary Black7–white model in the USA that
underpins much of the popular and academic
discussion of race relations. Moving toward a
model that encapsulates the diversity of racial-
ethnic groups requires that we consider the
various historical and contemporary waves of
forced and voluntary migration to the USA, as
well as how those migrations re�ect the regions

and countries where US foreign policy has been
directed. Prominent geographers have already
contributed to this more nuanced picture of
race relations, with for example, research on
California, where histories and continuing pro-
cesses of immigration have long complicated
the Black–white binary (e.g. Gilmore forth-
coming, Davis 1990; Walker 1996). These geo-
graphical approaches re�ect the notion of a
‘racial formation’ developed by social scientists
Michael Omi and Howard Winant, by attempt-
ing to historicize and contextualize the develop-
ment of racial categories and to retain a focus
on the ‘irreducible political aspect of racial
dynamics’ (Omi and Winant 1986: 4). This
work suggests that, to adequately understand
the various spatial scales of the USA’s racial
formation, we must empirically and theoreti-
cally examine the multiple racial groups that
continue to immigrate and situate these groups
against the backdrop of ‘native-born’ groups.
The demographic changes resulting from immi-
gration thus demand that racialized ‘native-
born’ groups and racialized immigrant groups
be examined in relation to each other.

Studies in urban sociology on Black immi-
grants, for example, demonstrate not only the
value of examining immigration and race to-
gether, but also the weakness of conceptual
models that assume immigrants are always sep-
arate from ‘Black Americans’. Research on
West Indian immigrant communities in New
York City bridges the research on immigration
and race and raises interesting questions about
voluntary versus involuntary migration, about
chosen and imposed identities, and about how
racial marginalization overlaps with economic
marginalization (Kasinitz 1992; Waters 1994,
2000). Focusing on some of the other areas in
immigration research where these connections
can be made highlights the need to bring
research agendas on immigration and race
together.
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Challenging the model of economic compe-
tition

Much has been made lately of shifts in US
racial dynamics as a result of globalization and
capital mobility, deindustrialization, urban
neglect and decline, and the overall transform-
ation from a production-based economy to a
predominantly service-based one. Most often
we hear that African American urban residents
are spatially segregated away from growth
economies and jobs (see the spatial mismatch
debates, although see also Kasinitz and Rosen-
berg 1996; Waldinger and Bailey 1991 for com-
pelling arguments that continuing racism is the
overlooked factor in these debates). These ar-
guments, especially when examining urban
economies, are frequently couched in the con-
text of labour competition between African
Americans and new immigrants. Much of the
research on low-wage labour pools concen-
trated in urban areas claims that immigrants
are able to survive the global economic shifts
that supposedly explain their presence in the
USA in the �rst place. But this survival is often
cast as either the ‘bootstrapping’ success of
hardworking immigrants taking jobs from
‘native-born’ workers, or the result of African
American urban residents’ failure to work as
hard as immigrants do. Both versions result in
a simplistic model of labour competition which
argues that ‘immigration harms minorities’ be-
cause ‘immigrant-dominant minorities’ (as
computer science professor and anti-immi-
gration advocate Norman Matloff calls them)
take jobs from and compete with African
Americans for ‘sympathetic attention from the
government and the media’ (Matloff 1996: 69).
This view assumes competition over resources
and even sympathy, rather than alliance be-
tween immigrants and African Americans and
ignores the deep segmentation of urban labour
markets. (For refutations of the competition

thesis, see Waldinger 1996 and Muller 1993,
among others. For a refutation of the spatial
corollary to the competition thesis—the immi-
grant-driven �ight of the ‘native-born’ from
cities—see Wright, Ellis and Reibel 1997.)
Mary Waters (1999), writing on the need to
connect immigration and race in sociological
research, pinpoints scholars’ uneasiness with
immigration’s impact on the economic status of
‘native-born’ people of colour as a key reason
forthegapbetweenthe literatures. Shealsoidenti-
�es the role of intra-disciplinary boundaries and
of funding agencies in shaping research agendas.

By bringing together established research
agendas on race, immigration, poverty and
economic exploitation, scholars can better
challenge these overly simplistic portrayals of
‘cultures of poverty’ in competition with
‘model minorities’, and the veiled workings of
a global white supremacy that often reaches
sending countries where immigrants originate.
Urban problems can be re-framed beyond inter-
racial and inter-ethnic tensions between disen-
franchised groups always in competition within
local communities. Looking at the racial for-
mation of immigrants and of ‘native-born’
groups suggests that the competition model
is produced by particular notions of racial
difference. Such an approach questions how
anti-immigrant sentiments are the same as or
different from the dynamics of racism against
African Americans, Puerto Ricans (often cast as
immigrants despite their status as US citizens),
‘native-born’ Latinos/ as, Asian Americans and
Native Americans, and challenges us to con-
sider what these inter-racial and inter-ethnic
group tensions mean for US whites. They also
suggest that racism is a structural and socio-
spatial process that must be understood as
relationships ‘between places’ (Pulido 2000:
13).

Other aspects of labour studies in and out-
side of geography also bene�t from addressing
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questions of immigration in terms of racial
inequality and racism. Persistent historical and
geographical questions about the relationship
between labour politics, racism and immi-
gration are crucial to examine for those inter-
ested in challenging the agenda of exploitative
multinational corporations and industries. Pro-
labour scholar Barry Bluestone, for example, is
surprisingly uncritical of proposals to shift
immigration policy toward Canada’s ‘point-
system’ approach, which he suggests will pro-
duce legal immigrants with higher levels of
education and counteract increasing economic
polarization in the USA (1995). Recent legisla-
tive proposals to increase the number of annual
H-1B temporary high-tech work visas similarly
suggest that certain classes and races of
sojourners are more acceptable than others, at
least temporarily in times of labour market
shortages.

Inter-disciplinary work in ethnic studies is
particularly useful for understanding how pro-
cesses of racial formation have historically and
geographically operated in response to labour
needs and with active shaping by the state. For
example, work in the area of ‘whiteness stud-
ies’ traces the merging of southern and eastern
European immigrant identities such as the
Jews, Irish and Italians into a generalized cate-
gory of ‘white ethnics’ (Brodkin 1998; Ignatiev
1995; Roediger 1991; Sacks 1994). These schol-
ars illustrate how class politics in previous
historical periods have promoted the processes
of ‘whitening’ for those European immigrants
who were seen as racially different and wished
to distinguish themselves from African Ameri-
cans. This body of work also reveals how
periods of perceived ‘mass’ immigration have
always been tied into racial anxieties and econ-
omic fears among nativist dominant groups
that have clear local and regional dimensions.
George Lipsitz (1998) develops a theory of the
‘possessive investment in whiteness’ to describe

the continuous reproduction of invisible struc-
tural privileges for whites that spatial patterns
of housing, employment and school segregation
re�ect particularly well. Drawing from ethnic
studies, Lipsitz’s work examines the construc-
tion of whiteness against African Americans,
and also against immigrant groups of Asians
and Latinos/ as. Geographers have begun to
build upon ‘whiteness studies’ as well, and this
work suggests the potential of inter-disciplinary
approaches that join geography with ethnic
studies (see the discussion of ‘white privilege’ in
Pulido 2000; see also Ware 1992 on whiteness
and gender).

Spatial concentration: racial segregation
and ethnic enclaves

Another critical area of overlap between stud-
ies of ‘native-born’ people of colour and immi-
grants lies in the intersections between studies
of spatial concentration, residential segregation
and ethnic enclaves, and the related questions
about how space, place, race and ethnicity are
mutually constituted. Much of the geographical
work on place and racial identity focuses on
the social construction of ‘race’ by the local
state, the media, and/or immigrant and racial-
ized communities themselves (see Anderson
1987, 1988, 1991, 1996; Jackson 1987, Jackson
and Penrose 1993; Kobayashi and Peake 1994;
Ruddick 1996; among others).

Some geographers have challenged many of
the social scienti�c assumptions about ethnic
enclaves, such as the notions that enclaves in-
volve only low-end service and production
niche economies, are highly spatially concen-
trated in urban areas, are economically insular
or are racially and ethnically homogenous. This
work shows that traditional assumptions about
concentration and segregation must be
rethought as immigrant settlement patterns re-
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spond to political and economic changes in
urban and suburban development and to
globalizing forces. Older linear notions of
urban succession can no longer be taken as a
given pattern for immigrant settlement. Wei Li
(1998), for example, proposes a new model of
ethnic settlement and economic activity in the
‘ethnoburb’, a multi-ethnic, suburban, globally
connected and highly class-strati�ed ‘urban
mosaic’, that describes the Chinese experience
in Los Angeles County (see also Alba et al.
1999; Ray, Halseth and Johnson 1997; see Lin
1998 for a discussion of globalization’s effect
on New York City’s Chinatowns).

Other geographers have explicitly examined
racism and economic antagonism within the
context of immigrant streams and settlement
patterns.8 Katharyne Mitchell’s work examines
the migration of wealthy Chinese to Vancou-
ver, British Columbia, and analyses the re-
sponses to their settlement by ‘native-born’
Canadians, �ipping the class terms that usually
inform con�ict over immigrant settlement
(1993, 1995). Mitchell also productively en-
gages with and critiques the literatures on
diaspora, hybridity and transnationalism that
have recently gained considerable academic
cache (1997a, 1997b). These literatures often do
deal with questions of both race and immi-
gration, but at a level of theoretical discourse
not always connected with social scienti�c in-
quiry and method. Here too, as Mitchell
demonstrates, geographers have an important
contribution to make to cultural studies and
post-colonial studies in understanding the
effects of globalization on mobility and identity
in terms of space, place and scale.

These methodological and theoretical ap-
proaches push us to make important connec-
tions between the literature on racial
segregation, so often limited to non-immigrant
Black–white segregation (although see Wong
1998 for an attempt to model a multi-ethnic

segregation index), and the literatures on ethnic
enclaves, so often conceived of as spatially,
racially, culturally and economically homoge-
nous and self-contained. Removing the
boundary that separates research on the pro-
cesses of racial segregation and of enclave-
formation suggests instead that institutional
racism, public policy and larger global econ-
omic forces are the engines that drive both
forms of spatial concentration, but in complex
and geographically speci�c ways. Recognizing
these related processes forges other linkages in
geographical analyses of institutional and
structural forces.

For example, conceiving of both immigrant
groups and ‘native-born’ people of colour as
spatially segregated and racialized, but also
always in relation to each other and to domi-
nant structures such as the state, suggests the
need to analyse multiple spatial scales of state
control in relation to questions of segregation
and policing. Mike Davis’s discussion of the
actions of various arms of the state operating at
multiple scales in the aftermath of the 1992 Los
Angeles uprising provides a good example of
the importance of understanding immigration
policy in conjunction with the urban policing
of ‘native-born’ Blacks and Latinos/ as. Davis
shows that the local and federal levels of the
state acted in concert to ‘federalize’ and ‘feder-
ally drive’ the state’s repression after the upris-
ing (1993: 145). The Los Angeles Police
Department and Sheriff’s Department were
joined by many federal law enforcement agen-
cies (Immigration and Naturalization Service,
Border Patrol, National Guard, FBI, Drug En-
forcement Administration, Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms) in mobilizing against
both Black and Latino/a youth and also Cen-
tral American and Mexican immigrants, even
while the uprising was miscast by the main-
stream media as a Black–white con�ict. By
showing the state’s �exibility of scale and range
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of repressive forces, Davis draws together im-
portant connections in domestic and inter-
national policy, and opens the way for analyses
of ‘structural adjustment’ directed at people of
colour and immigrants at ‘home’ (1993: 154).

Ruth Wilson Gilmore’s work on the Los
Angeles uprising and on the expansion of the
California prison industrial complex furthers
this work on the role of the state—at various
spatial and institutional scales—in racial for-
mation and repression (1993a, 1993b, 1997,
1998/99, 1999 forthcoming; see also Woods
1998 for a discussion of how regional power
elites operate at multiple scales). By demon-
strating the connection between the decline of
Keynesianism and the tendency toward intern-
ally directed domestic militarism, Gilmore
shows that the national security state polices
within domestic borders as much as beyond
them and reminds us that the prison system is
a primary geographic site of racial, ethnic,
gender and class segregation. This work illus-
trates the rich bene�ts of a complex structural
analysis that considers immigration and race,
together with class and gender, to understand
both the problem of prison expansion and the
political mobilizations against it.

Immigration, race and gender

Thus far I have argued that examining many of
the crucial questions that join immigration re-
search with research on geography and race
requires understanding the different ways that
various immigrant and ‘native-born’ groups
have been racialized. In this section, I argue
that such work also requires examination of
the gendering of those racial dynamics and the
spatiality of race and gender. In the poverty
debates, for example, attention to gender en-
hances the analyses of race, geography and
immigration. Both before and since passage of

the Personal Responsibility and Work Oppor-
tunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (the so-called
Welfare ‘Reform’ Act), poor single women
heads of households on public assistance have
been routinely represented unsympathetically
by some politicians as lazy and unworthy of
aid. Recall former California governor Pete
Wilson’s targeting of immigrant women
especially and his comment that reduced wel-
fare payments to mothers and their children
would just mean ‘one less six pack per week’
(quoted in Lipsitz 1998: 50).

As Melissa Gilbert notes, the debates about
poverty that contextualized welfare ‘reform’
re�ect the reduction of poverty to ‘ “race,”
gender, unemployment, and the urban environ-
ment’ (1997: 29). In critiquing the underclass
debates, Gilbert notes that ‘our ideas about
“race,” gender, and poverty are not only so-
cially constructed but spatially constructed’
through notions of the ‘inner city’ and ‘under-
class’ neighbourhoods (1997: 32), and also
through conceptions of spatialized entrapment
for poor women (1998). I would add that, for
immigrants, these notions re�ect regionally,
nationally and globally distinct meanings as
well, and construct feminized poverty as immi-
grant poverty in particular cities, states and
regions. And just as Linda Peake shows that
differences of race and sexuality shape different
experiences of urban poverty for women in
particular locations (1993, 1995, 1997), so do
differences of citizenship and immigration
status.

While research on immigration and on race
needs to take account of feminist work that
theorizes spatial construction, the reverse is
also true. Despite notable exceptions such as
those above, feminist geography does not
always adequately deal with issues of race and
immigration. Connecting gender with race, ge-
ography and immigration reveals the important
contributions, but also the gaps, in existing
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bodies of geographical work on gender. Hope-
fully, more research in geography on gender,
race, immigration, space, scale and place will
also contribute to the related literatures on
feminist studies and ethnic studies.

Immigrants and politicization

The ultimate bene�t to making linkages be-
tween these research agendas is to attain a
better understanding of and to encourage the
potential for political mobilization of com-
munities of colour, immigrant communities,
working-class communities and communities
that fall into more than one of these categories.
Geographers can and should challenge the
rhetoric behind those political initiatives, such
as California’s 1994 anti-immigrant Proposition
187 and 1998 anti-bilingual education Prop-
osition 227, that pit ‘native-born’ people of
colour, especially African Americans, against
immigrants in contests over resources. While
these narratives of competition between immi-
grant and ‘native-born’ groups suggest the need
for comparative studies, the hidden narratives
of racial and ethnic af�nities and political al-
liances should also be unearthed (e.g. Gilmore
1997, 1999, forthcoming; Lipsitz 1998). Recent
work in the area of geography and environ-
mental racism demonstrates the potential for
making alliances between struggles against en-
vironmental racism and other struggles among
immigrants and people of colour (Pincetl 1996;
Pulido 1996). Other research engaged with en-
vironmentalism may also bene�t from examin-
ing racism against and between ‘native-born’
and immigrant groups. For example, the Sierra
Club’s 1998 decision not to endorse an ex-
plicitly anti-immigration position, made after
contentious internal debate, highlights the need
to identify overlaps and con�icts between seem-
ingly unrelated political agendas.

Examining immigrant political mobility sug-
gests new ways of considering political mobi-
lization more broadly. Whereas immigrant and
white-ethnic political participation fundamen-
tally shaped early twentieth-century urban ma-
chine politics, immigrants today are more likely
to be disenfranchised from political partici-
pation. Perhaps, as Stephanie Pincetl suggests
(1994), organizing non-citizen immigrants to
vote in local elections is a strategy that takes
advantage of differences between different
scales of political activity. By conceptualizing
the process of negotiating citizenship status as
political activity, this work signals an innova-
tive approach to the possibilities for immigrant
political participation (see Coutin 2000; Hagan
1994 for accounts of Salvadoran and Mayan
undocumented immigrants’ negotiation of the
legalization process, respectively). Pincetl’s
work highlights the importance of geographic
contributions to research on political organiz-
ing around immigration and race and raises
several provocative questions: Is there potential
for politicization through the naturalization
process, at different scales? What are the politi-
cal possibilities for immigrants who choose to
remain permanent residents or who are undoc-
umented? Most importantly, can these strug-
gles be linked with the struggles of other
communities of colour and of poor people?

Case study on Chinese immigrant women
in New York City

As a way of demonstrating potential new direc-
tions for geographical work on immigration
and race, this section brie�y touches on my
ongoing research with Chinese immigrant
women in New York City. Hopefully, this case
reveals not only the necessity for inclusion of
immigration into place-based studies of race,
but also the need for empirical work on gender
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as well. My work is concerned with drawing
out the relationships between capital, the state,
community groups and immigrant Chinese
women workers (both documented and undoc-
umented) in the New York City metropolitan
area. The research aims to show that American
nationalisms and racism at different scales
strongly inform efforts to construct public
knowledge about immigrants and to manage
immigrant identities (see Wright 1997 for an
excellent discussion of nationalism and immi-
gration; see also Behdad 1997). Hegemonic
state nationalism puts forward a super�cially
colour- and gender-blind view of the American
populace which denies that speci�c groups of
immigrants are exploited based on differences
of race, gender, class, country of origin and
citizenship status. However, institutions of the
state such as the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service control, monitor and police par-
ticular immigrant groups, re�ecting the
agency’s role as an arm of the US Department
of Justice (Davis 1993). The INS participates in
translating the immigrant subject into a racial-
ized, gendered and classed subject. At the same
time, other arms of the state constructed at
other spatial scales, such as local and state
police forces, construct different immigrant
subjects differently, partially depending on re-
gion, state, city and neighbourhood. The state
thus exhibits at least two faces toward immi-
grants: one that claims to have a universalistic
policy toward all immigrants, and another that
clearly targets certain races, classes and genders
of immigrants in order to control their move-
ment or exploit their labour.

Drawing on work that traces the historical
continuity in the state’s approach to Chinese
and other Asian immigrants, I suggest that
Chinese immigration provides an example of
various scales of the state having explicitly
racialized and gendered policies regarding
labour (Dill 1988; Glenn 1991). As Lisa Lowe

(1996) and others have detailed, Chinese ex-
clusion acts functioned historically to control
particular groups of male labour for temporary
work. The acts were also intended to sti�e the
reproduction of Chinese communities in the
USA by prohibiting the migration of Chinese
women in the nineteenth century and isolating
Chinese male sojourner labourers (Dill 1988). I
suggest that the family reuni�cation policy that
exists today echoes the pattern of nineteenth-
century sojourner immigration in encouraging
migrants to establish themselves perhaps only
as temporary workers (as in the case of the
H-1B high-tech visas mentioned above), before
sending for their families. At the same time,
Chinese immigration can be cast by the state,
in the interests of American nationalism, as a
part of the ‘model minority’ myth that assumes
immigration into urban centres with viable eth-
nic enclave economies and immigrants’ reliance
on ethnic networks to establish themselves in
economic niches. Drawn in contrast to under-
employed groups of Black and Latino/ a resi-
dents, these immigrants continue to represent
the myth of ‘bootstrapism’.

The case of poor and working-class Chinese
immigrant women in New York City belies this
success story, since they remain largely stuck in
low tiers of super-exploitative informal econ-
omies, like the garment industry. Chinese im-
migrant men may enter into mid-level garment
work, or go into restaurant, grocery store or
laundry work, con�rming that historically gen-
dered labour patterns persist and are shaped by
the notion of the ‘non-white’ family as a par-
ticular kind of economic unit. In developing her
notion of American nationalism, Patricia Hill
Collins (1998) suggests that the ‘nation’ is con-
structed in terms of the ‘national family’ which
brings together ideas about gender, race, immi-
gration and nation. Bonnie Thornton Dill
(1988) details the historical relationships be-
tween the development of the USA as a state
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and nation and the treatment of white versus
racial-ethnic women and their families. She
shows that white women were part of the
‘national family’ Collins describes, whereas
African American, Chinese and Chicana
women and their families were seen as valuable
only in their capacity as reproductive workers.
I argue that the patterns of Chinese immigrant
women’s labour con�rm the continuation of
this model where gendered niche economies
exploit women’s labour by controlling labour
sites and conditions and by taking advantage of
racial-ethnic and family bonds. Chinese immi-
grant women remain the ‘private’ face of immi-
grant labour, often doing piecework in the
‘private’ spaces of their homes that also serve
as unregulated work-sites, like so many nine-
teenth-century ‘white-ethnic’ homeworkers be-
fore them. Much more can be said about this
case in relationship to the concerns about im-
migration, race and gender laid out above. My
intention here is merely to sketch an outline of
how focused empirical and inter-disciplinary
research can illuminate some of the questions I
have raised.

Conclusion

I have attempted to show the importance of
including a study of immigration processes,
immigration policy and immigrants in the
broader project of understanding race and ge-
ography. A review of the literature on race and
geography reveals an overall lack of attention
to the connections between immigration issues
and the issues of ‘native-born’ racial groups,
but also reveals examples that challenge this
omission. Research on immigration can
broaden and complicate the study of race in the
US context in many useful ways. Methodologi-
cally and theoretically, it underscores the inad-
equacies of Black–white racial binaries. In

terms of policy, looking at immigration in-
forms the debates around domestic bene�ts,
immigration and naturalization laws and pro-
cedures, undocumented labour policy,
af�rmative action, etc., all of which are highly
racialized debates. Equally important in terms
of the broad imperatives of social science re-
search is the possibility that immigration stud-
ies will aid not only policymakers and other
theorists of race, but also those groups who
organize against institutional and other forms
of racism.
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Notes

1 In general, Canadian geographers form an important
exception (see Kobayashi 1990; Ray, Halseth and John-
son 1997; among many others). Much ethnic studies
work has also extensively drawn connections between
race, racism and immigration. My argument here focuses
on geographical research done on the USA, and does not
intend to dismiss any work that brings immigration and
race together. It should also be noted that the lack of a
linkage between studies of race and immigration is not
limited to the discipline of geography (see Waters 1999
for a useful discussion of this absence in the discipline of
sociology).

2 ‘Native-born’ is placed in quotes to retain the distinc-
tions between generations born in the USA that may be
the descendents of former migrations, forced and volun-
tary, and colonized indigenous groups, such as Native
Americans.

3 I use ‘people of colour’ despite my discomfort with its
suggestions of whiteness as normative and of a lack of
difference within the category. These connotations are
dif�cult to avoid and are reinforced by other terminology
as well. For example, ‘minority’ and ‘non-white’ also
signal normative whiteness and ‘minority’ reinforces a
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quantitative inaccuracy at the global scale. Some schol-
ars have suggested that ‘emergent majority’ is a better
term for suggesting the demographic future of the USA’s
‘non-white’ populations, but I �nd its usage esoteric.

4 I apply the term ‘racialized’ to ‘non-white’ immigrants
and ‘native-born’ people of colour and not to whites to
emphasize the ways that ‘whiteness’ is normatively invis-
ible as a race. I do not mean to suggest that whiteness is
not racialized, but rather that it is often paradoxically
racialized as the absence of race.

5 The term ‘Latino/a’ is used to incorporate both genders.
6 The term ‘racial-ethnic’ is borrowed from ethnic studies

and captures the racialized aspects of certain ethnic
categories, such as ‘Latino/a’ (Dill 1988; Glenn 1991).

7 ‘Black’ and ‘African American’ are used interchangeably
in this paper.

8 Focusing on the British case, Susan Smith has explicitly
linked immigration, segregation and the ‘racialization of
residential space’ (1988, 1989, 1993). Her work demon-
strates the value of understanding immigrant settlement
as both a spatial and racializing process and one that is
politically constructed.
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Abstract translations

La place de l’immigration dans les études de géogra-
phie et race

Ce travail soutient que les recherches géographiques
sur l’immigration ainsi que celles sur la race et le
racisme sont explicitement reliées. Des processus

géographiques tels que la mondialisation et le dével-
oppement urbain établissent déjà un rapport entre
immigration, race et racisme aux États-Unis et
démontrent le besoin de conceptualiser des pro-
grammes de recherche axés sur les liens entre immi-
gration et race. En plus d’être reliés dans l’espace à
travers les quartiers, villes et régions des États-Unis,
les groupes racialisés sont unis par le biais de poli-
tiques d’État appliquées à diverses échelles et la
production de récits concernant les groupes ‘autres’
et subordonnés. Suivant cette prémisse, mon but est
de souligner des travaux géographiques en sciences
sociales et études ethniques qui démontrent la néces-
sité et l’utilité de cette approche. Les géographes sont
dans une position privilégiée pour mettre en lumière
comment les concepts d’espace, lieu et échelle
chevauchent ceux d’identité raciale, ethnique et im-
migrante ainsi que le racisme lui-même. L’article
soutient que différentes recherches sur ces questions,
et plusieurs autres, peuvent béné�cier de la jonction
entre race, immigration et gender, comme certaines
géographies et études féministes l’ont largement
démontré. De même, les études ethniques offrent un
vaste aperçu théorique, méthodologique et em-
pirique des contacts possibles entre immigration,
race et racisme en géographie.

Mots clefs: immigration, race, racisme, gender.

El lugar de la inmigración en los estudios de ge-
ografía y raza

Este papel da las razones para que se deba unir
categóricamente las investigaciones geográ�cas sobre
la inmigración y las investigaciones que tratan de
la raza y el racismo. Procesos geográ�cos como la
globalización y el desarollo urbano ya enlazan la
inmigración con los temas de raza y racismo en los
Estados Unidos y estos procesos indican la necesidad
de conceptualizar asuntos de investigación para
tratar juntos los temas de inmigración y raza, el uno
en relación con el otro. Los grupos racializados no
sólo están vinculados de manera espacial en muchos
barrios, ciudades y regiones de los Estados Unidos,
sino también por pol íticas estructuradas por el es-
tado a varias escalas y por narrativas que se produce
sobre grupos subordinados y racializados. En hacer
este argumento intento destacar aquellos trabajos
elaborados en los campos de geograf ía, ciencias
sociales y estudios étnicos que demuestran lo nece-
sario y útil que es este enfoque. Los geógrafos están
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exclusivamente posicionados para explicar como la
construcción del espacio, el lugar y la escala coincide
en parte con la construcción de identidades raciales
y étnicas, identidades de inmigrantes y también con
el racismo. Sugiero que éstas y otras cuestiones de
investigación se bene�cian de un vínculo entre los
temas de raza e inmigración, a un lado, y género al
otro como ya se hace en algunos campos de ge-

ograf ía feminista y estudios feministas. De la misma
manera, los estudios étnicos ofrecen abundancia de
comprensión teórica, metódica y empírica sobre
como relacionar los temas de raza, racismo e inmi-
gración en los trabajos geográ�cos.

Palabras claves: inmigración, raza, racismo, género.


